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Welcome Message

 iCancer USA 2019 currently has members ranging from industry leaders to 
members of major research programs across multiple disciplines. 
 
The theme of our conference is ‘Driving Innovative Cancer Science Towards 
Precision Medicine’, which recognises the rapid advances being made in 
basic cancer research and the need for their translation from the bench to 
the beside and translation of the evidence generated into clinical practice. 
 
It has been our privilege to convene this conference. My sincere thanks, to 
the conference organising committee, Cancer Research Network, for their 
dedication and hard work in creating an excellent scientific program. 
 
iCancer had been supported by several sponsors to whom we are very 
grateful. Please take the time to visit their exhibition stands and read the 
information in your conference satchels from our supporters. 
 
We welcome you to Baltimore and hope that this year’s conference will 
challenge and inspire you, and result in new knowledge, collaborations, and 
friendships. 

Prof. Yoshiaki Omura 
President & Professor 
New York Medical College 
USA

I am delighted to welcome our international 
and national presenters, delegates from cancer 
research groups in USA and across the world, 
and our generous sponsors to the 3rd 
International Cancer Conference and Expo 
(iCancer USA 2019) which is going to be held 
during June 05-07, 2018 in Baltimore, USA. 



Participants fromBenefits of attendingWho you will meet

CEO & Top Management 
Research Scientists &
academicians 
Manufacturing / Production
officers 
Maintenance Engineering 
Vender Development &
Purchase 
QA, QC and R & D Officers 
Compliance & Regulatory
Officers 

78% To meet existing
 clients or partners 
80% To raise the profile of
company/ organisation 
85% To seek contacts for
future business 
54% To seek immediate
business 
67% To test the Europian
market for first time 

Cancer Associations and
Societies 
Academia: Professors &
Students 
Scientists & Cancer research
Experts 
Medical Devices &
Diagnostics Companies 
Healthcare & Medical
Colleges 

Rated the content of
the Conferences as

valuable

Rated the Exhibition as
excellent 

Rated the Expo as
important to their

business 

Would recommend
the Congress to

others

97% 89% 95% 96%

3rd International Cancer
Conference and Expo

"Driving Innovative Cancer Science Towards Precision Medicine "

The 3rd International Cancer Conference and Exhibition 2019 to 
take place at Baltimore, USA where it provides the ultimate 
platform for all  professionals to network, gain new industry 
knowledge and meet leading international companies from across 
the globe.  



H i g h

Cancer Drug Development 
Cancer Drug Development 
Nanotechnology In Cancer Treatment 
Cancer Diagnosis Tools & Technology  
Breast Cancer 
Cancer Genetics And Epigenetics 
Cancer Treatment And Targeted Therapy 
Cancer Science And Robotic Surgery 
Cancer: DNA Damage And Repair 
Factors Associated With Cancer
Prevalence 
Cancer Management & Prevention 

iCancer 2019 offers unparalleled
business opportunities and access to
new markets in Women and Health
Care industry. Be on the cutting edge
of new and often yet-unreleased
information and discover an area that
piques your interest. 

87%
said the programme met 

their expectations

of the delegates gained new 

knowledge to implement in 

their practice

rated the content of the 

programme as good

85%

91%

Join us and witness the booming
industry by participating at iCancer
2019 and give your career and
business access to new
opportunities from throughout the
world.

iiCancer 2019 is expecting hundreds of academic,
research and industry leaders from 24 different
countries to gather in USA for this three day
meeting. 
 
iCancer2019 will have a multidisciplinary focus
and aim to give participants a unique opportunity
to exchange knowledge and ideas with members
of the community working to beat cancer. 
Be on the cutting edge of new and often yet-
unreleased information and discover an area that
piques your interest. 



Partners 



Past Supporters

15+ 
 Sessions 

 

30+ 
Countries

We would like 
to thank all our 

 partners for 
their continuous 

support



ud contribution from

15+

10+

40+

3+

30+

B2B

Interactive 

Sessions

Keynote 

Lecture

Scientific 

Sessions

Workshops

Posters

Meetings



Glance at 2018



Testimonials

Livio Luongo, Università Vanvitelli, Italy

anju Nanda, MDU, India

Thank you for the conference 

note. The conference covered 

 a diverse group of topics with 

a true international flavor in 

terms of the attending 

delegates.

Nigel Smart, Smart Pharmaceutical
Consulting, USA

I would like to thank you for 

the opportunity to make the 

presentation last Thursday at 

IPharma18 in Philadelphia. It 

was a good experience and I 

would  like to think that my 

presentation was well received 

by the audience.

Nelson Kardos, Duquesne University,
USA

iPharma 2018 offered everything 

we needed, from Drug Discovery 

and Development to Pharma 

Marketing, Pharma 

Manufacturing, Industrial 

Pharmacy. It gives all 

participants a productive 

conference experience. We’ll 

come back year after year

Ye Xu, Jilin Medical University,
China

The conference was good, even 

some speaker could not attend 

because of the weather. It was a 

great experience for me and I 

am really glad for the 

experience 

 subheading

Livio Luongo, Università Vanvitelli,
Italy

My US experience was very 

good and will always fondly 

cherish the memories. Would 

like to be back again in a year 

or so. I wish we could meet

Sanju Nanda, MDU, 

India

It has been a great 

opportunity to share the 

experience and state-of-the- 

art in the pharmaceutical 

field among academia and 

industry. It served a good 

platform for efficient 

networking. 

Nataliya Storozhylova, 
University of Santiago de Compostela,

Spain



About Venue

Baltimore is a major city in Maryland with a long history. Baltimore offers cultural
opportunities, professional sports, outdoor activities and much more. If you enjoy the
surf and sand, Baltimore is within driving distance of beaches and ocean resorts. Or if
you’d prefer, head to the mountains. Washington, D.C., Philadelphia and New York
are also an easy drive or train ride away. 
 
With hundreds of identified districts, Baltimore has been dubbed "a city of
neighborhoods," and is nicknamed Charm City. The talents of writers Edgar Allan Poe
and H.L. Mencken, musician James "Eubie" Blake, and singer Billie Holiday, as well
as the city's role in the War of 1812 and Francis Scott Key's writing of "The Star-
Spangled Banner" have all influenced the city's historical importance. Baltimore
exhibits examples from each period of architecture over more than two centuries, and
work from many famous architects such as Benjamin Latrobe, George A. Frederick,
John Russell Pope, Mies van der Rohe and I. M. Pei. The Baltimore Area is known for
health and science, which is in part attributed to the prestigious Johns Hopkins
University school system, the University of Maryland-Baltimore, and other smaller
schools such as University of Baltimore, University of Maryland-Baltimore County,
Loyola University and University of Notre Dame. 



Submitting your proposal
Contact: info@icancerconference.com

Participating as a delegate
Contact: sarah@icancerconference.com 

 

Exhibiting or Sponsoring at the event
Contact: john@icancerconference.com 

 

Media Alliance 
Contact: john@icancerconference.com 

June 5-7, 2019

Save the date

https://www.facebook.com/cancerevent/
https://www.instagram.com/cancerevent/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelchadb/
https://twitter.com/CANCEREVENT

